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 January
New Year

Bright coloured lights still line edges,
a sparkling foil wrapped cacophony
rings in the year
as gifts are exchanged.

Mirror balls reflect 
the miniature people
burdened by belongings,
dashing to destinations.

A living pine expires deliberately
with dry brown needles
as a girl accumulates presents 
from the sterile display;
grandma tells her to return 
these empty glittery ornaments
underneath the tree.

The mass opening, 
the congregation of flash,
burned bright before, 
like gaudy lightning, 
and was gone.

Soon the new year reared its ugly head;
a naïve baby peered through the window
from the dark din smiling,
and from inside the old man smiles too,

but for different reasons.
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             February
Fragments

Good thing forgetting—
helps us tolerate the day,
piece back fragments scattered,
build anew. 

Always different yet somehow the same,
we reshape ourselves from fragments,
shave, brush our teeth, dress, board the bus:
an automatic existence.

Good thing forgetting,
on the bus this morning in the compressed air,
crowded stuffiness, 
a gaggle flocks towards the rear-door exit.

Fog lines the windows with moisture,
passengers sleep through each stop and start,
bus driver perturbed by the red lights abounding.

Good thing forgetting,
as memories trouble,
seep into recollection, 
like moisture on windows they appear,

their subtle condensation
makes it hard to see outside.
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     March
New Shoots

Grass still damp from 
spring showers; 
trimmed too soon. 

It bleeds chlorophyll,
soaked in sunlight.

Long shadow cast across
the lines of book pages, 
new growth in ink.

Pages like new shoots frozen,
premature in the frosty morning,
dying off—flowers crackling
under footsteps,
impatient, pushing forth 
into a mistaken spring.
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       April
Sudden Spring

April's end arrives in Madrid,
heady warm air
humid and expectant, 
pregnant for cataclysmic change,
an earthy rebirth
this changeable season, 
this sudden Spring.

Showers catch us unaware,
find us running for shelter,
underneath a spreading tree,
we get drenched,
thinking showers temporary
outside in a park near The Prado.

Thunderclaps herald the approaching torrent,
air alive with electricity,
hairs on my neck stick up,
lightning shocks the dark
raincloud-laden sky.

This transitional unnatural light;
non-night of penumbral day.

Barely breathing, gasping
we witness rain fall
inundating the parched park,
instantly drenching the streets, 
taking all manner of debris,
a relentless deluge as we run 
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for better shelter.

The rain comes harder and harder,
driving soil from the ground,
mixing to mud.
 
We huddle beneath a park shelter,
hardly escaping the waterfalls,
water dripping from our faces
in tempestuous baptism,
our clothes cling, soaked to the skin.

Flood waters rise,
and just as quick
the storm stills,
the city doused and dripping.
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       May
Come Summer

Come summer
I will recline in green grass,
consider the vast open expanse;
cerulean sky,
where air breathes and moisture and wind
whispers memories.

Come summer
I will drink sun and swim sky,
dance in the ocean
perceive the hum of trees
by touch;
feel majestic cedars.

Come summer
I will stand speechless
on a mountain top,
jump from peak to peak,
gather up breathtaking vistas in my hands:
I will protect them.

Sometimes my feet
leave the ground,

and for a moment
gravity’s needy pull disappears,
my fragile body becomes weightless,

and I could float away.
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June
Thankful

Thankful 
for the scent of peppery cinnamon,
foamed milk tasting of caramel,
ominous oak trees on a hot summer day
and their lush green far-reaching shade.

Thankful 
for long weekends and sun,
a lucid sky with daubs of cotton cloud.

Thankful 
for the sun through the window blinds
when I woke up this morning.

Thankful
for waking up at all.

Thankful 
for fresh air and water,
for a rest, for a bed to sleep in,
even with insomnia.

Thankful 
even for the bus, 
taking me where I want to go.

Thankful 
for the day.
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July
Hydration

Simmering sandpaper summer:
thirsty trees cook in gardens,
roots conspiring to tunnel deeper,
escaping the temperature
below parched grass like singed hair,
kneading arid earth with gnarled fingers.

Blood
like tide ebb and flow,
percolates through veins, whispering.
 
Thirsty tongues have spent
a better part of the day below a glaring sun,
baked bodies on beaches waver
amidst mirages meandering 
on the brink of sunstroke.

How to quench 
a perpetual thirst?
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August
Honey

Sweet summer mornings
seductive divine amber, 
this nectar royal honey
slow descent with time.

This moment,
dear reader is yours,
take precious time in your weathered hands
to contemplate honey,
succulent sweet gold.

Why not wish 
for more honey mornings in this world,
slow with the sunrise,
it may be sticky in the end.
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    September
Departure

After summer up and left,
trees began to shed their blankets
leaves to rake,
rain poured rivers rushing to sea level.

After summer bid farewell
as if on a cruise ship, waving at you left onshore,
steaming across the Atlantic, you became
smaller and smaller in the distance.

After summer left,
what remained except discarded leaves,
a handful of memories,
a few brief smiles.

After summer left,
promising it would return,
perhaps next year after spring,
if it could manage it,
you were left alone—
summer abandoned you.

After summer left,
would it come again?
it split behind the clouds,
hightailed it to make way for autumn.

After summer left,
after it forgot to say goodbye, 
and where did you stand?
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Who knows?
Remember this:

Summer always leaves.
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 October
Missing

No tears flow,
but a crying sky creates a gutter river,
leaves clog the storm drain.

No tears flow,
but exhaustion sets in,
roosts with once jet black feathers,
an aging crow no longer scared
by humans
ruffled grayish feathers, 
pearl black eyes. 

No tears flow,
but a drunk interrupts the library silence
stealing the show. 

No tears flow,
though I join the congregation
of icy mourners who gather
around the vacant bed.
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November
Heavy Air

Moisture makes for heavy air,
thick and transparent, 
lung-breathed.

Icy rushing wind stirs leaves away
from the clinging grasp of gnarled trees.

Almost bare, winter strips trees naked.
plastered leaves cover pavement 
in yellows and reds,
winter knocks here
barges its frosty way across the threshold,
Its uninvited chill seeps 
through the single-pane windows
condensation film blurs outside forms, 
slowly turning to ice.

Outside snow falls seductively, 
a soundless blanket, 
a consoling life raft adrift on a sea of white.

Like thick crackling ice over a lake.
I breathed again
to walk there, relive the time
and fresh air that once replenished
turned malevolent,
and the steps cracked underfoot
and I thought I might fall through the ice.

How long with frozen lungs?
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     December
Numbness

The ice between us
may thaw in spring,
though its crystalline fingers have numbed us.

It crept through us slowly
like an entangling vine, we 
barely noticed before
we were ensnared.

The ice between us
must thaw soon
because the sinking feeling 
in my belly when we meet
must have a cure
and tears shed yesterday have altered.

A forceful frozen wind gusts,
turning up collars.

Thaw winter! 

Ice melts eventually.
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      Baker’s dozen
Chorus

Cheerfully chirping in maple trees,
birds herald the shedding of leaves, 
a cold fire of yellows, reds and browns.

Grey skies develop to shade colours.
beyond the din of traffic, 
the bus whirrs through the electric night
and birds sing triumphantly.

Recognize breathing
in these changing seasons:
inhale each air molecule,
fill lungs, exhale.

How many times such a simple action
done in a lifetime?

Recognized breathing
connects you to the world.
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Thank you for your support!

Jellyfish will publish Arson in April, 2012, and with the 
form below you can pre-order it before anyone else 
gets a copy. The poems in Arson burn with 
smoldering immediacy. In language both critical and 
sensuous, Michael Twist writes about rebirth, the 
search for meaning, and the intimate power of the 
natural world to transform.

**This is a limited time offer—please order before 
March 31st, 2012.**

Smoke & Earth: Through natural themes of changing 
seasons, transformation, and life and death, this is 
poetry on the brink. Twist also confronts what it 
means to grow and mature—these are poems meant 
to signify a turning point. Jellyfish, 2009, 43 pages.

Orbit: The grandeur of nature is compared to human 
relationships as Twist asks us to question our lifestyle 
choices and how they are affecting the Earth. 
Jellyfish, 2007, 32 pages.

Fireworks: From the uneasy delight of fireworks 
displays to the death of an ice cream salesman, the 
poetry reveals a disturbing world beneath the shiny, 
apparently “normal” surface of city life.  Jellyfish,  
2000, 17 pages
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Jellyfish order form

Name:___________________________

Address:_________________________

City:_________________Province: ____
Postal Code:______________________
Email: ___________________________

Arson pre-order _____ x $14.95 = _____ 
(release in April, 2012)

Smoke & Earth _____ x $9.95 = _____ 
Orbit _____ x $9.95 = _____ 
Dozen _____ x $4.95 = _____ 
Fireworks _____ x $4.95 = _____

     Total = _____  

Please make cheques payable to:   Michael Twist

Address:  #6 – 1935 Cypress Street, 
Vancouver, BC V6J 3L9.

If you would like to pay through PayPal, you can send 
payment to: mntwist@yahoo.com
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Dozen
The intimate poems in  Dozen chart the course of  a year's changing 
seasons, with each poem corresponding to one month. 

In language of sensation and delight, the poems in Dozen confront life 
and death, but also awe in the face of nature.

Twist’s  critical  and  perceptive  eye  for  detail  highlights  the 
transformative power of time. 

Jellyfish
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